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The Swastika Route Was Opened to Denver for Freight Traffic on Wednesday.
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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1907
FARMERS DEVELOPMENT

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC LAND

DELEGATION IN WASHINGTON
Letter From Will C, Barnes on the
Weather Conditions East and the Prospects of the Land Bill.

Interesting

-

Will C. Barnes in Optic:
Washington, D. C. Monday, Feb.
II. My, but New Mexico is a long
distance from the seat of government
of this great nation.
I never come here but I wonder
not why we don't get more from the
powers that be, but rather that they
ever think of us at all.
I find that traveling on the limited
doesn't mean getting into Chicago on
time by a good deal, for the train we
were on landed us in the Windy City
nine hours late.
By us I mean Mr. H. A. Jastro,
Hon. Jerry Leahy, who joined us at
Raton, and your humble servant.
From Hutchinson, Kansas, we were
in the snow belt clear to this city.
All through Kansas, Iowa, Illinois
and other states it lay a foot or more
deep and the whole country seemed
in the close grasp of winter.
Chicago was bitterly cold, with
sleighs and cutters much in evidence.
A few hours delay there enabled us
to get around town a little, meeting
Mr. J. E. Hurley of the Santa Fe
among other
Mexicans.
The snow got worse the farther
east we rode and we found it deep in
the streets of the city, with lots of
sleighs and cutters on even Pennsylvania avenue, and an almost zero
temperature. They say it's been this
way for a week and looks as if it
would last another week or two. Of
the committee of seven appointed by
the president, but four are here to
meet with the public lands commission; Mr. Jastro, Senator Warren,
Mr. Garns of Idaho and myself.
In addition to this a huge delegation of stock men from all over the
west is here to take a hand in the
meetings and the thing promises to
resolve itself into the old fight between the sheep men and the cattle
men. The sheep men are especially
insistent and active and some of the
best known sheep raisers of the west
are here ready to raise a very vigorous protest against the passage of
any bill concerning the leasing of the
public lands.
All day Sunday and today have we
met in sessions trying to work out
some harmonious plan by which we
could go before the senate committee on agriculture in whose hands the
'matter now lies, but the more we talk
the worse the matter looks.
Today we met with the public lands
commission which consists of the
commissioner of public lands, the
chief of the bureau of forestry and
the chief of the reclamation service.
Red hot speeches were made by

GOVERNMENT

sion.

Tomorrow we go in a body to pay
uir respects to the president, and
chen so far as any one can see today
jur work here is done for this session.

It is generally understood that
iinong the first bills to be introduced
in the next session will be one on
this subject and it is whispered about
the lobbies that the president will
send in a special message tomorrow
as soon as the senate kills the amendment bearing upon the whole subject
and urging immediate action on a
bill for leasing the public lands.
If he should it will put a new phase
on the whole subject and there may
yet be some decided action taken.
Mr. Sol Luna, Mr. H. W. Kelly of
Las Vegas, C. W. Merchant of Carlsbad, and Hon. W. C. McDonald are
here from New Mexico, the two former against and the two latter for
the leasing law.

',.:::

CARLSBAD BUYS WRITEUP
IN A MAGAZINE

LANDS
NEAR SPRINGER

There are many thousands of acres'
of government land in the vicinity of
Springer not yet taken up. In a very
short time every piece of it will be
filed on the "way everything looks at
With our inexthe present time.
haustible supply of water these lands
are much moré valuable than the ordinary citizen would suppose, and as
citizens it becomes our duty to use
our efforts to have them taken up by
people with honest intentions, people
wtih a purpose to establish permanent homes on them. Now is our
opportunity, don't let it pass. The
opportunity to establish a grand
farming community. Springer Stock- ESTABLISHING NEW TOWN
SOUTH OF ALAMOGORDO

both sides, arguments pro and con
given a full hearing, but to no avail.
So at 2 p. m. we adjourned to meet
at the senate committee rooms and
make our little talks before that body
By mutual agreement both side;
were given a full hearing and all o:
the senators asked many questions
regarding the matter.
It was 6 o'clock before this com
mittee finished with us and now the
matter rests with them. The whoh
question is covered by a short clause
in the agricultural appropriation bill
which in brief gives the secretary of
agriculture charge over the public
lands of the United States with powei
to lease them to the settlers uudei
such rules and regulations as he may
deem best and provides especially
that under no circumstances shall the
rights of the homesteader be abridged
or curtailed in any particular.
On this question the president's
special committee are. unanimously in
favor of the passage of the amendment. The cattle men present were
lso and a few sheep men, but as a
;eneral thing the sheep men are
gainst it unalterably.
Senator Proctor of Vermont, who
5
chairman of the committee, an
lounccd that they would report tin
)ill tomorrow, Tuesday, and the mat
er is now in their hands, but it is
generally realized that the senate will
je against the amendment as under
enate rules if one senator objects
he amendment is stricken out without debate or question.
There is no doubt but that Scna-:o- r
Carter of Montana will object to
t and so end the matter for this ses-

CalCarlsbad, N. M., Feb. i6.-- The
of San
kins Newspaper Syndicate,
Francisco, has had an agent in Carlsbad for two or three days working up
a big write up of the irrigation project the money for the expense being
paid by the business men of Carlsbad The amount invested was $500
and gives the project five pages in
the publication.

j

The big Raton City and Colfax
County directory is nearing completion. Almost two hundred pages of
type have been set up, and the work
of making up and printing the ediThe
tion will soon be commenced.
book will be bound in cloth, and will
contain more than two hundred pages
of names, advertisements and interesting data. You still have time to
have a copy printed for you, but after
the first forms go to press there will
be no additional copies printed. Leave
your order at once. A dollar, paid
when the book is delivered.

Alamogordo, N, M.f Feb. 16 Sur-- j
veyors started to work this morning
to survey the townsite for the new
town of Sacramento City, whicn is
projected in connection with the big
irrigation enterprise south of AlamoThe Quay County Lumber comgordo about ten or twelve miles. The
is
Dog
is in the new incorporation list
pany
where
town
new
for
the
site
of the Tucumcari News.
Canon station now stands.

OIL AT FARMINGTON

An eastern
tioning new
parts of the
the following

trade journal in mencompanies in various
United States, contains
which has reference to
the purchasers of the Valdcz tract of
land near this city:
Springer (N. M.) Farmers Devel
opment Co. is organizing with $2s0.- 000 to $500,000 capital to irrigate
acres of i8,ooo-acr- e
tract owned
by company. Surveys have been run
for Hitches anil rivil fMlírínf4rc qrA
working on reservoir end of project
N. Al. Mikesell, Pittsburg (Pa.), A.'
F. Mikesell and I. H. Rosenbere.
Covington (O.), and others, organizers." Springer Stockman.
10,-0-

At a depth of 2,100 feet a small
flow of oil was encountered on Monday, Vhich added much interest to
the efforts of the drillers.
Before the oil seep was struck,
very salt water in small quantity had
been encountered and a sample of
that is also in our window. It seems
to be about as salt as sea water.
The drill is going again today and
is now entering a sandrock formation,
after having passed through over
1,200 feet of shale.
The rock is getting very hard and it is believed that
as soon as this rock is passed through
it will enter the oil. The well is now
over 2,300 feet. Farmington Enterprise.

DAWSON ROAD WILL BE
PUBLICITY GIVEN TO WRECK
BUILT THROUGH LAS VEGAS
CAUSES WOULD HELP
The buliding of the new cut-of- f
ofi
the El Paso & Southwestern railroad,
shortening the line from the Dawson;'
coal fields to the Arizona mines, and';
giving Las Vegas a competing lincf
of railroad, is now virtually assured.?!
Last week there was filed in the
United States land office at Santa
Fe, a. plat of the proposed route,
which will be more than two hundred
miles in length.
Las Vegas will be
the principal town on the line, but
the road will open up a vast territory
he'retufore without transportation facilities. The building of the line will
be completed this summer.
Among
the important prospects of the new
system is a line from Dawson to
Denver, thereby giving a more direct
line from Denver to F.l Taso and all
southern New Mexico and Arizona
points.

New Orleans, Fb. 18. As a preventive for railroad accidents, complete publicity is suggested by Ju-

Springer News Notes
From the Sprji ger Stockman.
Mrs. W. II. Kremis has been sick
a portion of the week.

J. M. Alldredge and family left
Thursday for La Junta, where they
will make their home, engaging in
A number of horse buyers were in the hotel business.
the city this week from the vicinity
Mrs. J. P. McDonald and Mrs. St.
of Roy.
Vrain of Mora, sister and mother of
The wild duck is beginning to ar- Mrs. D. J. Devine, came up Thursrive, and the sport is getting ready to day and are visiting the Devine fam-ilannihilate him.
y.

H. C. Gimson
was in Springer
Dr. Hopkins made a professional
Tuesday
from his ranch home near
visit to Cimarron Monday, returning
Roy. From here he went on to CimHiesday morning.
arron to visit for a few days with his
family, where they have been living
E. W. Calley was up in Raton a
during the winter.
part of last week attending to some
matters of business.
Walter O'Brien,
inspector

Master Clifton Granger has been
sick at his home for several days, but
is much better now.

lius Kruttschnitt,
director of maintenance and operation of the Harri-malines, and vice president of the
Southern Pacific. In an interview to
day, he said:

George AV. Warder went up to
n
last Saturday evening, returning
home Sunday afternoon.

n

for this district, and who at present
engaged in the retail meat business
at Albuquerque, was in Springer
Wednesday endeavoring to secure a
car or so of butcher cattle.
is

R;l-to-

Mrs. James R. Gillespie went up
"The persons responsible for ac- to R
aton Monday on business, where
cidents whether officers or laborers, she spent two or three days.
should be known to the public in

j

NO. 7

or-

der that they may be made to feel
Miss Ida M. Towner, who has for
the weight of popular displeasure.
nine time been with her father here,
"We must bring about a closer ob- eft Tuesday afternoon for Denver.
servance of the rules governing the
operation of the railroads and a greatMr. F. G. McAdains, from Kaw
er respect for danger signals than we City,
Oklahoma, is visiting at the
now get from our employees.
This M. E. parsonage, He expects to locan be done only by the widest pub- cate.
licity of accidents.

R. C. Dillon

of Albuquerque,

trav-

eling representative for Gross, Kelly
it Co. in the southern part of the territory and eastern Arizona, spent last
Sunday in the city with relatives. He
had also visited with his mother in
Katon the day previous.
A runaway of a
D. A.
Clouthier

team belonging to
Tuesday created
some l;ttle excitement for a short
time. No one was hurt. The delivery horse of the Salazar Mercantile
Co. received a slight wound on the
shoulder as the runaway team passed
him.

Neal Conley "was In the cily" fhé
J. M. Gonzales, prosperous citizen
first of the week from the Urraca of L7niou county, was in the city
ranch near Cimarron, where he is Thursday from his home at Albert
employed.
on the Tuqucsquite, leaving in the
afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
Measles are reported to exist in the spend a week as a spectator at the
city. There are a good many cases sessions of the legislature, also visitat Dawson and a few said to exist at ing friends of which he has many in
Cimarron.
the capital city.
'

PLAN TO MAKE OLD PALACE
A BRANCH OE SMITHSONIAN
Most Interesting Historical Sketch of the Oldest Building in the United States Related by
Prince.

Puthe order to execute forty-eigeblo prisoners in the plaza which
faces the building; here, but a clay
later, was the sad war council held
A most important historical and wealth and especially of its capital which determined on the evacuation
Archaeological movement is on foot city. This would be and should be of the city; here was the scene of the
which provides for the
of the ultimate destiny of the historic triumph of the Pueblo chieftains as
:he old palace building and grounds old adobe pile whose claim to na- they ordered the destruction of the
in Santa Fe to the United States gov
tional recognition is so beautifully Spanish archives and the church ornaments in one grand conflagration;
ernment, and the establishment of a voiced in the classic language of
L. B. Prince when he says: here De Vareas on September 14.
branch of the Smithsonian institute
therein. No plan has ever been evolv- the import- 1602, after the eleven hours' combat
"Without
1 which
of the preceding day, gave thanks to
would be of more value to ance of any of the cherished historthe nation from an archaeological ical localities of the east, it may be the Virgin Mary, to whose aid he atstandpoint. The entire southwest is truthfully said that this ancient pal- tributed his triumphant capture of the
ich in ruins,
and from ace surpasses in historic interest and city; here, more than a centiry later,
the Spanish and Indian regime, and value any other place or object in the on March .1, 1807, Lieutenant P.ke
these should be carefully preserved United States. It antedates the set- was brought before Governor Alen- nd gathered to the most natural cen tlement of Jamestown by nine years, aster as ;in invader of Spanish soil;
here, in 1822, the Mexican standard,
tral point for the benefit of this and and that of Plymouth by twenty-tw- o
future generations. No more fitting years, and has stood during the 308 with its eagle and cactus, was raised
oken that New Mexico was no
use could be found for the oldest years since its creation, not as a cold
building in the United States. No rock or monument, with no claim longer a dependency of Spain; from
other way can be thought of which upon the interest of humanity except here, on the 6th day of August. 1837,
would do justice to the enterprise, the hare fact of it continued exist- Governor Perez started to subdue the
except to make a great national mu ence but as the living1 center of ev- insurrection in the north, only to re
to meet his,
seum of the building, put it in perfect erything of historic importance in the turn two days later
repair, and maintain it as a govern- southwest. Through all th;it long pe- death, on the yth, near Agua Fria;
'
riod, whether under Spanish, Pueblo, here, on the succeeding day, Jose
ment building.
As a national monument, the fed Mexican or American control, it has Gonzales, a Pueblo ln;l. an of Taos,
of New
eral government with its resources been the seat of power .and authority, was installed as gove
would keep the building in good con- whether the ruler was called vice- Mexico, soon after to be executed by
It roy, captain-generapolitical chief, order of Armio; here, in the princidition, says the New Mexican.
would give it the prestige that it de department commander, or governor, pal reception room, on August 12,
serves but which it has lost of late and whether he presided over a king- 1846, Captain Cook, the American enyears, tourists nave he en cxciuncu dom, a province, a department or a voy, was received by Govcnor Armi.io
from the greater part of the build territory, that has been his official and sent back with a message of de- fiance; and here, six days later, Gen- ing and the parts of the building thaM residence.
Kearney took formal possession
eral
clean,
not
in
shown
were
l.S'X)
they were
"From here Onate started
dust covered, neglected. The grant to on his adventurous expedition to the of he city, and slept, after his long,
the government must be uncondition- eastern plains; here, seven years lat weary march, on the carpeted earthen
floor of the palace. Coining down to
f
from
al under the Lacy act for only in case er, 800 Indians came
is the Quivaro to ask aid in their war with more modern times, it may be added
of an unconditional grant
president empowered to accept it. But j the Axtaos; from here, in 1618, Vi- - that here, General Lew Wallace
it can be arranged with hiin and the cente dc Saliver set forth to the Mo- - wrote "Hen llur," while governor nf
department of the interior that the qui country, only to be turned back j the territory in 1879 and 18X0."
custodianship be placed in the hands by rumors of the giants to be en-- i
rommi'te op
of the archaeological institute for the countered; and, from here Pénalos
If the efforts
purpose of establishing its projected and his brilliant troop started on the legislation of the New Mexico Medicvl
Archaeology 6th of March, 1662, on their niarvc-- Associntion materialize, quack doctors
school of American
therein. The custodians would pro- Ions expedition to the Missouri; in ami students will be. banished from
vide ample quarters for the New one of the strong rooms the commis- the list of licensed dortors in this
Mexico Historical society, for an aux- sary general of the inquisition was
ritnry. A very stringent examimlinn
iliary archaeological museum, would imprisoned a few years later by thei
will prohibit incompetents from
establish a library of Americana, same IVnalosa; within its walls, fortia license to practice. Dr. T.
open reading and lecture rooms and fied as if for a siege, the bravest of
B. Hurt is on the comm'tw nnd is
give
and
prestige
building
would
the
the Spaniards were massed in the rev- named as vice prr si 'eit This legisadvertising that would redound to tlw olution of 1680; here on the 19th day lation is needed and there will likely
rrtnrtF
r.
1 .1
rt 4tA PAmmin. of August of that year, was givcfi be such a law enacted.
Ex-Govern- or

n--

l,

far-of-

j

j
j

of-'li- n

1

r

w
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How You Cm Patronize
Mail Order Concerns
A

number of Raton people have

ed

the following ciiru'ar, mailed
by a grocery firm at La? Vegas:
Dear Madam:
Do you Use coffee? If you do via
want good coffee, you want pure coffee and you want fresh roasted coffee.
I am the only coflec roaster in the

southwest.
My coffee is selected
by expert
gove'iinient coffee graders, from the
green coffee, upon its arrival in New
"rk City, from the plantations in
the coffee growing districts, and is
shipped direct to me for roasting as
the requirements of the consumer demand, thus insuring to the consumer
a fresh, pure coffee, retaining all ol
its natural flavor.
Let rne send you a 'rial order of
five or ten pounds of any of the
brands, which will be delivered to your door on receipt of price.
One bright woman, who is among
order class, wrote in
the anti-maanswer, as follows:
t
"Dear Sir:
I have received your coffee letter,
and will say in reply that we have
a number of good grocery houses in

Katon,

one of which will be glad ,to

handle your very superior line of cof
fees if, you can show them that they
arc really superior. I prefer to buy
th ough our resident stores.
Very respectfully,
MRS.

.

The Tucumcari Farmers' Mutual
Telephone company have had their
article? of incorporation published
and will be located at F.ndcc, Nevr
Mexico, and E. E. Hcdgecoke will
agent.
The capital
be territorial
stock of this company is $10,000 divvied into 250 shares of th par vjht
of $40.00 each. The object and purpose of this company i to construct
and operate telephone lines both long
and short in the territory of New
Mexica

1 he Cimarron News and Press, Vol.
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HOW HERO OF BOER WAR
CAME A NEW MEXICAN.

for
NEWS AND PRESS Kind Words
the News Press

THE CIMARRON

EDITORIAL v
To the Public
4

The publishers of the News and Press announce with pleasure
the engagement of Mr. Arthur O 'Sullivan as local editor and business
manager of the News and Press. Mr. O'Sullivan will maintain an
office in the Cimarron Townsite Company's office, and will be pleased
to meet patrons of the paper there. The publishers will appreciate
ny courtesies extended to Mr. O'Sullivan.
The history of the republican party
Representative Padilla of Union
county, introduces a bill to make a in legislative matters is very much
new county creaicu out m iwium" the same, wherever found. It is the
all times and
f Union and Colfax counties, with party of progress at
under all conditions. During the last
J'olsom as the county seat.
two sessions of the Kansas legislaXearlv ail the territorial papera ture the following important reform
a turn at thf Andrews-Larruzol- measures were passed:
kiv tik-A genuine railroad law.
tml -- orne of them
A civil service law taking all the
to detail Kme of the
liavw
great institutions outside of partisan
story
The
Yaukee.
j,riX,.jdii)KH
'
politics, which has incidentally alThe Naws will toll when the
ready saved upwards of $55,000.
in ull iu will be a ttue, bt i
A state printing law that has saved
and swtepiutf one
the state a former graft of $50,000
every two years.
The bill introduced in our legisA state depository law which takes
drivitfg
over
prohibiting
lature
on daily balances for state
interest
faster
b.idn.s on public highways
of the pocket of the state
funds
out
wnik is a good measure and
than
treasurer and turns it over to the
testi-muu-

aijU.t-forwar-

y

d

Such a law would
ln.uM U-- p.i.-save thousand., of dollars in bridge
repai:i...: in the territory each year.
Many of o:r states li ve such a law,
and there is no ;easo wi.y New M ex- i
should not ): tve a like measure
statute books. Springer
her
on

state.

'

has come to our tablu. A
I, No.
newspaper is an invariable index to a
town, and as this paper Btarts out
with eight pages, home print and
about four times as much advertising
as any paper io San Juan county carries, it shows that it comes from a
town tbat has bustle to it. We are
indeed glad to see such papers started
in the territory, as it is the best evidence of the kind of growth we desire.
We shall be glad to welcome the rail
road that has made Cimarron, to the
fiuit fields of the San Juan so we can
supply the many miners of the Cimarron district with the l)est fruit the
earth produces fresh from the field.
Farraington Times-HustleWe have received the first three
numbers of a new paper just started
at Cimarron, N, M., the Cimarron
News and Press. It is a very bright
ud newsy sheet, which would be a
credit to any community. Roy Span
1,

ish American.

BE-

To lose a country and find a wife
may not be a bad trade, even if it
descending from the
does involve
scats of the mighty to the position
postmaster in a I it- of a fourth-clas- s
lite hamlet on the very outskirts of

On last Saturday evening, Feb. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Records cele
brated the opening of their new home,
as well as Mrs. Records' birthday.
The new home of this estimable
couple is a pretty cottage built iu the
new part of Cimarron. On this occasion everything was made gay and
bright for the reception of the large
crowd of guests. Some of the guests
came eaii and some came late and
the dancing started alxiut 9 o'clock
and continued until about 4;30 the
next morning with an intermission for
some very delicious refreshments.
Earlier iu the evening a surprise was
on the host and hostess when
a handsome solid oak china closet was

WILSON

General

Blacksmithing,

v,mii4.aio-'- .

This is, in capsule form, the real
life romance of General Benjamin
of
postmaster
Viljocn,
Johanis
Chamberino, Rio Arriba county,
Ten years ago his name
was a household word wherever the
printing press is known, as the captor of the aspiring but premature Dr.
Jameson, the South African raider.
With equal success he fought the
Rasuto savages, receiving his reward
in the shape of a seat in the Volks-raeor senate, of the Transvaal re-

Wagon and Carriage

Re-

pairing Neatly Executed
New Rigs Built to Order.
Horseshoeing. Plow Work

NEW MEXICO

CIMARRON

X

d,

I
I

public.

With De Wet aud Botha he aided
the shattering of British military si
idols from the start almost of the
Like Napoleon, he was
Boer war.
sentenced to banishment for life on I
the lonely rock of St. Helena, and I
when amnesty was offered he pre- - A
erred exile to taking the oath of al- giancc to the crown against which
T
he had borne arms. With sucli ot Ins
kinsmen as 'chose to follow his uncertain fortunes, he started on the
ong "trek" to the southwestern land
of promise, finding a comforter ana
helpmeet before he reached his jour
ney's end in' a sympathetic lass of
in

The Cimarron News and Tress,
Vol. 1, No. i, has reached our. es- cbauge table. The News and Press
is Republican in politics and is a well
edited and prosperous looking sheet.
It is the resurrection of the Cimarron
News and Press back in the 70's, and
has every appearance of having come
to stay. Tucumeari News and Times. Illinois.
Benjamin Johanis Viljoen, now en
gaged in the hundrum occupation of
selling two cent stamps at Chamber-- r
Mr.

and Mrs. Records'
Housewarming Party

J. S.

BADGER

C R A NE I

Your order will receive prompt attention
if you wijl write us stating about what
you wish in our line. Our prices are as
low as we can possibly make tnem. We
handle Wall Paper, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Picture Goods. We do first class Picture
Framing, Painting and Paper Hanging.

.

I
I

i

&

T
X

4

J
J
A

4

& CRANE)
BAD GER
RATON. N. M.

J

.
.11.
was Horn at vvoounousc, ir
mmcih
Cape Colony, 38 years ago. In 18S6,
when but a beardless boy ot 18 years
he caught the gold fever and joined
And SUPERINTENDENCE of your RESIDENCE,
the rush of eager Argonauts to tne
BUSINESS BLOCKS, BUILDIMGS of all kinds
Rand. The goddess of the mines did
and BRIDGES, and your MAPS, PLATS, BLUE
not smile upon ins laoois aim m
the
enter
to
prospecting
gave up
PRINTING and DRAFTING done by
service ot tne uoer government
istant public prosecutor. He still
longed for adventure, and three years
iter he became organizing officer of
teh volunteer militia, with the rank of Office and Residence Phones
euteiiant, rising rgadually until he All Work Promptly Executed
ecame major. His first leap into the
spot light was made in 1S96 when he
lined international renown as
in the capture of "Doctor Jim",
whose nnsioriuue was nun. nt muu.
his spectacular move just a little too
soon.
ij
or his services at this time Vil
For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Arti-- I
joen was promoted to the position of
cíes, etc. Our Stock is complete aud our Prices are right
commandant of the burgher, or citi
zen forces f Johannesburg. His metSpecial attention given to Optical Worn, and Satifsaction
tle having been tried and found true,
in So. 7 he was intrusted with leader- Spanish Spoken
Always Given,
hip of an expedition to Swaziland.
During the latter stage of the her- ..
1.
t
r ..
oic lioer strugie 101 nnnpeuueuec
of
weight
igainst an overwhelming
numbers nd material resources, Vil
.

t-

-

1110,

Have the Plans, Specifications

A law requiring the school fund
commissioners to publish their proceedings and bond purchases, and
surrounding this fund with safeguards so that it can nut be looted or
squandered.
Stockman.
New Mexico
There were other good laws passed
in Kansas, and in many of the other
souththe
The strip of country on
western states where the republican
west line of Colfax county that was
In fact,
Dartv has been in control.
few
a
county
legislated into Mora
promises of the so
all
the
of
spite
in
years ago, should again be changed. called reformers of other parties, it
It is the desire of the Halls Peak depends on the republican party, the
New Mexico
and Vandontas people living- in this party of stability and progress to
area to come back into Colfax, and augúrate needed reforms.
presented by the assembled guests to
we can't see why the legislature
it
were
change
Mrs. Records, and a large leather
this
object
to
should
The following resolution has been
brouuht UP for its consideration, introduced in the legislature of the rocking cnair to Mr. uecorus. 1 ne
be.
recipients was a
which more than likely it
state of Kansas. It might not be astouishment of the
Springer Stockman.
to
the sur
great
gues.s,
delight
the
of
th
amiss to introduce something
in Santa Fe before the close of prise being so great thut it toak some
sort
On the first of April, according to
time before Mr. and Mrs. Records re
the present session.
a bill just passed and signed, gamb
Dr. Geo. C.
hope
of
is
little
covered
suflicienty to thank the don
There
"Whereas.
ling must stop in Arizona, lioliev-in- g
coming
to
session
the legislature
ors. An exceptionally happy time
apparently that there is no levity
close by March 1; and whereas, there
expresabout the prescribed date, the tiger is a bill which has passed the house was spent and many kindly
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will
to Mr jocn captured many armored trams
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of
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to
members
for
very
hard
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it
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that date
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:
can
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a long aud pleasant memory,
stacked
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faro layouts
whereas,
the
and
money;
enemy, while his com
without
who eu joyed the hospi worrying the
The
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dies. The days are days of despair
large part of the munificent salary
patriots, De Wet and Botha, were co
at Phoenix and the nights are nights
by tality shown oa this occasion were: operating elsewhere. Two month
them
furnished
members
of
the
of sorrow. All Arizona wonders what
and Messrs. H. Chandler,
the great state of Kansas has been Mesdames
before the last shot was fired he was
for soulful recreation, is to take the deposited with the various hotels and Geo. Chandler, Frank Crjeker, James
ambushed at midnight, while crossing
thirty
for
which,
place of the games
Billy Logan, H. R the British cordon with a small es
is not Livingston,
Topeka
and
of
houses
boarding
years, have been open ones in the
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Grielel, C, F. Edwards, Sam Bridges, cort. His horse was snot unuer nun We
subject to check,
territory.
"Therefore, be it resolved by the R. Fullenwider, E, J. Betton, George and he was severely wounded, makIn
of
He was senthe state of Kansas, the Campbell, A. Brown, Mrs. Nance, ing his capture easy.
of
senate
of
Trincity
progressive
busy,
The
therein,
that the Misses Belle and May Livingston tenced to banishment for life on the
idad, on the south border of the house concurring
commissioners be May Latts, Emma Larson, Margaret island of St. Helena, where he was
gulden state of Colorado, is asking board of railroad
confer with the rail- Cavanaugh, Laura Whiteinan, Willie confined until in the fall of 1902. He
for the new state normal which is to requested to
to
roads center in
whose
officials
road
Minnie was then paroled and returned
Bishop, Lucy Edwards,
be built by Colorado in the coming
they
be rebid farewell to the
that
end
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to
to
South
Topeka
to
to
is
entitled
yrar or so. Trinidad
Stump, Buelah Vance, Messrs. D. B
build a good solid
land for which he had fought in vain,
this recognition from the state. The quested at once to
Pelfrey
S. E.
along their right of way, at Cole, John Quinliven,
to sever old tics, and to gather
town is one of the best outside of Pu- footpath
C. Owen. George McLelland, Charles
more
and
wide
not
feet
the little that belonged to him
three
least
The larger cities
eblo and Denver.
the general catafeet from the outside of Lowman, Fred Lambert, R. Sims, that had escaped
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than
proper
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way
in
any
suited
are not
Ralph
Ray
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Littrell,
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that
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in
order
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eslocations for ítate schools, and
rerefusing to acMcEIroy.
Alex
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price
safety
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RATON, NEW MEXICO
spring farming."
Webster, Chas. Colgrove, E. Stevens allegiance to the king. A few faith
rounded by a m.st prosperous coun- commence their
by ties
him
to
followers,
bound
ful
Dr.
H.
and
Boyd
Boyd,
L.
E.
state
1906
Egbert
Nov.
important
try. With all of the
J. W. Records returned Friday Walker. The out of town guests of blood, elected to accompany him
tchools and institutions located i
into exile, and toegther they set sail
East Bound
Trains West Bound
the northern part of the state, the from Gardiner Hospital and is feeling were: L. H. Palmer of Kansas City,
for the land of the free, arriving in
W. L. Farrell, Don Frease, 0. Wilouttiern portion is entitled to this much better.
New York in December, 1002.
No. 8...
5:40 a. m
2:40 a. m
new normal, and we hope to see
No. 3
R. S. Sumner, of Denver, spent sev- liams, John Kelley, Mr. Houghten, R.
The exiles found the hearts and
seTrinidad people get in line and
eral days looking over the Cimarron Peden, S. C. MHIer, J. J. Brice, of homes of America open to them and
No. 4
8:10 a m
10:00 a. m
cure the building of the school there. Water company interests.
Preston, S. B. Beaudry of Raton, A. selected New Mexico as their land of No. 1
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of Vermejo and opportunity. On his way to his new
I
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Messrs Fred Whitney, Si and Manly
ty school superintendent is a bad one living here for the past month, relove. He has lost his country, but
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The educators, the press and main
after
ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
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This weather
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Herbert P. Green,
....Architect....
Raton,

Drug Stor
Schroeder's
Raton,

1

Manager

Roberts
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Remsberg Mercantile
Company
Wholesale Grocers

ship immediately straight
are prepared
Groceries, Flour,
anything
or mixed cars
Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats, Lard.

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given
our Orders

Raton,
A. T.

New Mexico
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C. A. Whited

The Finest and Best Goods at the Least Money They
Watch Inspectors for A.
Can be Sold For Aaywhere.
T. & S. F. Ry., and S. L. R. M. & P. Ry.
.

New Mexico

Raton,

rier within the past year and failed
to pass may be reexamined upon filing new applications in due time.
This examination is open to all
citizens of the United ' States who
comply with the requirements.
From the eligibles resulting from
this examination it is expected that
certification will be made to existing
and future vacancies.
For application blank, instructions,
to applicants, and further information 9
application should be made to Mr.
John V. Stryker at the Raton, New
Mexico, postoffice,
or the under-

Examination.
Raton, New Mexico,
March a, 1907.

Clerk-Carri- er

Gold and Silversmith

! CfMAMRRON MERCANTILE

service
The United States
commission announces that on the
date and at the place named above
an examination will be held for the
positions of clerk and carrier in the
postoffice- service.
This examination offers an opporcivil

CO.!

The Big General Merchandise Store

Dry Goods
Clothing
Hardware

Furniture

tunity to bright, energetic young
persons to enter an interesting field
of government employment where signed.
No application will be accepted un
the salaries compare most favorably
less properly executed and filed with
with those paid in private employ- the undersigned prior
Civil
to the hour of
F. W. BROOKS, MQr.
We Solicit Your Trade
ment.
closing business
on February 22,
N. M.
The salaries of letter carriers in all 1907.
the cities which contain a population
V. W. CAMPBELL.
of 75,000 or more are arranged in Secretary
Civil Service District.
Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Innth
three classes: First class, $1,000 per
Location, Denver, Colorado. Place
spection, Superintendence, lor
annum; second class, $800 per annum; postoffice.
Issued February II, 1907.
.'
third clas, $600 per annum. In cities
Sewerage systems, Water works, Dams, Rescontaining less than 75.000 population
ervoirs, Canals
A. Clawson of Colorado Springs,
there are two classes: Second class,
who
lived here ten years ago, is in
$600
$850 per annum, and third class,
Landscape Work for Parks Municipal Work
Appointments of letter town renewing old acquaintances. Mr.
per annum.
Clawson was once an owner of this
carriers are made to the class havExamination and Reports made of Coal, MinNew Mexico
paper and with
his
partner, Jim
ing the minimum rate of of pay, and
Hunt,
eral and Timber Properties
named
the
paper
the
Raton
promotions from the lower grades
Range, this was about 1885. Afte.
are made to the next higher grade at
thirteen months as editor Mr. CkrW-tn- i
the expiration of one year's service
sold his interest to Captain Colthe
on certificate of the postmaster to
$100.000
lier, as did Mr. Hunt later.
Capital Paid Up
Mr.
effiiceiicy and faithfulness of the embusClawson
went into the grocery
$00.000
I)
ployee during the preceding year. A
Surplus and Profits
iness and procured a small printing
substitute letter carrier is paid $1 per
?o00.000
Deposits
outfit for advertising uses and was
annum, and at the rate of ?ooo per
joined
in
ithis
by
Mr.
cnterpirse
annum when serving in place of carGeorge Leringer, then a jeweler here,
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.
riers who have been granted annual
when Mr. Clawson concluded to
and
leave of absence, and at other times
business for ranching on th,e
Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard
not exceeding the pro rata compensa- leave
Oldest and largest Bank in Northern NVw Mexiee.
Sugarite
Mr. Beringer retained all
he
whose
route
tion of the carrier
Connection.
Safety Dhposis Box-si- n
in
stock
the
which
paper
Jie
had
Room In Connection
.may be required to serve. A vabeen
the
Reporter.
named
The
Raton
cancy in the regular force of carriers
Depositar? for the-- A, T. & S. F. Uy St. Louis, Koeky
for the Reporter was purchased
yut be filled by the promotion of outfit
Mountain A; Pacilie Ky., ami Cod Companies, Territory
Substitute it a cost of fifty dollars each to the
substitute.
the senior
;
New Mexico, aud County of Colfax.
of
:wo partners and .iter owning it less
clerks, when serving in the place of
.han a year Mr. Civwson sold out to
Accounts from Merchants. Corporations, individuals, and
regular clerks absent without pay,
Mr. üeringer for one hundred dollars
liunchmeu received ou favorable terms. Interest paid
anper
are paid at the rate of ?Xoo
adverand
the
of
use
a
column
for
on time peposits. If any chango is contemplated io
num, but in no case at a higher rate
tising
for one year.
Mr. Clawson
clerk;
the
of
absent
presetit banking HiTitny:emouts please correspond with us.
than the salary
finds a great improvement in tin
when serving as temporary clerks,
equipment of both papers. The Resubstitutes are paid the amount auis this week moving into a new
porter
Cevshier
C.
thorized by the department, usually
office with an enlarged
at the rate of $500 per annum at secand expensive equipment; The Range
ond class offices and at the rate of
now has by far the largest equipment
Ooo per annum at nrst class ottices.
in northern Xew Mexico, is printing
the
potThe salaries of clerks at
Range and a weekly
a
OUR.
offices vary according to the class oi
paper for a neighboring town beof
size
and
the
1
performed
work to be
sides. A new linotype is now being
the office, but range from $400 to
constructed for the office and a daily
$1,000 in the smaller offices to as
GOODS
per annum in the paper will follow its installment. The
high as $1,700
Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm Roods, the kind
Range job office is most complete
original appointAll
offices.
larger
the finest of job printing is its
and
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of ihe season at
minments of clerks are made at the
specialty
whether the job costs
imum salaries.
twenty-fivcents or fifty dollars. We
of
will
the
consist
The examination
proud of The Range and
justly
are
subjects mentioned below, weighted
Mr. Clawson' surprise at the imis indicated:
in plant and paper, since
provement
GOOD GOODS
aver-igSpelling (twenty words of
I
is no
ago,
visit
his
years
here
three
difficulty in common use), 10;
$6.00 grades irj cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
surpise to Raton people who know
Arithmetic (simple tests in addiand good styles, we are selling for
how diligently we have labored to
tion, subtraction, multiplication, and
give them the best paper Colfax
common
numbers,
division of whole
ever had and give it to them
county
and decimal fractions, and United
twice a week at the price it was sold
writing
Letter
JO.
3
States money),
Pre-InventoReducit vears aao.
(a letter of not less than 125 words
some subject of general interest.
on
Now
'em
1). L. Newkiik. proprietor and ediBest heavy drill, without bins, the 75c grade, we want you to wear
Competitors will be permitted to seNews,
Valley
Pecos
a
of
tor
the
lect one of two subjects given), 20.
50c per.
Penmanship (the handwriting of bright weekly paper, republican in
4
politics, published in the growing
Heavy drill bib overalls, mighty good value, worth $1.25 in any ,
the competitor in the subject of copytown of ArteMa, Kddy county, has
market, we are selling thein at
considbe
will
copy
plain
ing from
been in the city several days at work
ered with special reference to the ele75
for the passage of a bill creating the
neatness,
rapidity,
legibility,
of
ments
(EL
new
county of Arteria with his town
GOODS
1
general appearance, etc.), 20. 5
as the county seat; the bill was introlower
are
prices
the
i
and
simple
(a
copy
plain
Copying
of
from
groceries
Our line
duced this afternoon ami by its protest in copying accurately a few
than many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy
COMPANY
visions if it becomes a law the new
low
competitor's
at
in
eggs,
the
lines
ranch
printed
Fresb
unexcelled.
groceries our line is
tier
of
of
one
will
consist
county
ú
States
United
handwriting), 10.
prices. Topeka Creamery Butter at 35c per pound.
county of
geography (relative to the boundaries townships taken from the
Our warehouse is full of feed hay and grain, and the prices
three tiers of townships X
Chaves
and
largest
capitals,
if states, and
to
rfom the county of Kddy and
are very 'ow.
cities, rivers and other bodies of wa- taken
'running from the western boundary
of
by
states
location
and
the
ter,
prominent cities, etc.), 10. 7 Read- of these two counties to the eastern
boundary of the territory New
ing addresses (test in outing with
of
printed
sheet
a
pen or pencil on
addresses differences between the
New Mexico
The first resolution passed by the
printed addresses and the written adlegislative
assembly for payment of
dresses of which they are. a copy), (o.
NKAK KOl'KY Mot XT A IN PKPOT
extra employes was vetoed by the
Total, 100.
governor; the second resolution to
muí
Age limit, all positions, 18 to 45
the same effect was approved, lioth
years.
actions came to pass within three
Male applicants for the postoffice
lays of each other. The veto of the
service must be at least 5 feet 4
first resolution made it necessary that
and
feet,
in
bare
inches in height
l5 both houses of the assembly should
pounds in weight without overcoat
pass the measure over the governor's
'
and hat; otherwise their applications veto which was promptly done. In
3
Female applicants
will be canceled.
instance wiser counsel
the second
ire not rcnuired to be of any specific! prevailed in the executive office and
I
height or weight.
hence no similar action by the asNew Mexico
The postoffice department has ad- sembly was necessary. Times change
he
will
it
vised the commission that
and officials and men change with
íseless to examine applicants for the
them. New Mexican.
Colfax
in
of
defective
Saddles
are
)ostoffice
who
service
The Best Line
named particulars,
n the following
We do not carry a cheap
County.
Napoleon said that "four hostile
1
such persons will not receive apts
celeare inure to be feare!
the
lcwspapcis
eastern make of saddles, but
conpointment by that department;
han a thousand bayonets.'' An ad
brated Flynn Pueblo Sadies, which we
sequently the applications of such
ertiser uses this "power of the
they
unless
persons will be canceled,
to his profit; and in fighting
,iress"
honorably discharged United 'lis
are
battles he finds a col
business
States soldiers or sailors; deaf mutes; iimn of type in the Range more ef,
hunchbacks; persons having defective fective than would be a column of
hearing, sight, or speech; persons to- soldiers.
tally blind or blind in one eye;
and
goods,
best
in
the
atock
We have
or
$60.00
from
$35 'to
our prices range
IT MUST BE PAINTED RED
persons, or those having crippled
Kansas has a new law prohibiting
or legs; those suffering from
in
We meet all mail order prices, quality of
person from putting gasoline into
any
hernia.
or
consumption,
'srhma.
freight
is not painted red.
goods considered, and save you
Married women will not be ad- any vessel that
as a joke two years
was
taken
This
proThis
examination.
mitted to this
it required manhibition, however, does not. apply to ago and killed and
session to keep it
livorced women or women wdio are agement at this
"joke" and taseparated from their husbands and rmm being labeled
finally passed and will
was
Jt
bled.
support themselves.
CIMARRON. NEW MEX.
the gasoline fataliAll persons who have been exam-ne- d likely minimize
in
that
state.
ces
for the position of clerk or car

Frank A.Haimbaugh
Engineer

Groceries
Queensware
Hay and Grain

and Consulting

Cimarron,

First National Bank
Raton,

BBS

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe

(E-irn-

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

J. R. Charette

& Bro,

N.'BLACKWELL,

General Merchandise

MOTTO: "Live and Let Live"

twice-a-wee-

k

THE BIG STORE

SEASONABLE

85c

e

MEN'S BOOTS

Always the Leaders in
and

e

LOW

$4.50

PRICES
7

ry

MEN'S OVERALLS

On

tion Sale

pair

cents

FINE GROCERIES

Cohn Brothers

CANNED

well-selece-

MERCANTILE

New Mexico

ÍRaton

Charette
J. R. Cimarron,

&

Bro.

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston. Proprietor

Fine Liquors and Cigars

LITTRELL BROS.
Harness and Saddlery
Harness Sundries

3?--

I

Cimarron,

I

Littrell (El Livingston
...MEAT MARKET...

Sell at Pueblo Prices

one-arme-

onc-lege- d

s

Littrell Bros.

supplies.
Fresh and salt meats and
county.

Prices the lowest

Cimarron,

the

New Mexico
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
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CIMARRON
Colfax County, New Mexico, is an old town
which has taken a new lease on life since the coining of the
at
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies
slope of the
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern
blizzards by a
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and
located at
spur of that Range. It Is most ideally and strategically
Rocky Mounthe entrance to the last great pass through the
that "the last is
tains and as if in confirmation of the old saying
Pacific Railway
always best7 the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and
and shortest
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best
has shown its
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad
and
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron
selecting it for its
its confidence in the future of the place by
shops, and they
General Haadquarters and for the location of its
ar region which has
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of
deposits
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive
facilities for shipping
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the
even when
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns
distant smelters and rich returns when smelters are
shipped

liiiiiiii
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
- '
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locahty in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R..W. Hunt & Company:
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built at Cimarron
To the North and West, from five to fifty miles, are pine
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forests with producing mills.

And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
coke ovens
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the coke,
miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
To the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of thousands of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the application
of them one
of the water or the skill of the dry farmer to make
a clay sub-soi- l,
vast garden spot. The soil is a deep sandy loam, with
and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished by the
grown on these
water from the mountain stream. Pomacious fruits
Exposisame lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian
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While it is only recently that regular trains began running into Cimarron, business is such that the railroad
has proven very profitable, and already the town has been
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The summers are never too hot and the winters while crisp and cold at times are full of sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so that excellent drainage is assured.
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boasts of a climate unequaled elsewhere

i

work has been commenced on the grading of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which time a new and
permanent system, conveying water, through wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in operation. Commodious and convenient stock yards have been completed and are in
use. A freight depot has been erected, and a passenger depot will
be built at once.
The Railroad shops are almost completed. A lumber yard
has been started and is supplying the daily increasing demand for
building material. A construction company capable of putting up
houses, store buildings and other structures on short notice has
been organized for the accomodation of parties who want buildings quick.
j
An Improvement Company will build houses for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.

A number of houses have beeen erected and more are
under way but these are snapped up as fast as they can be finished; the demand for houses, already far in excess of the supply is increasing daily and there is an excellent opportunity

for investment in building houses to rent or sell.
Daily trains carry passengers, freight a nf express and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are restricted to the south"'
side of the track.
The St. Louis, Rocky mountain if Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty and
seventy miles from Cimarron, thus affords ample and comprehensive transportation facilities.
A new railroad, the Cimarron & Northwestern,will be built
at once to tap the timber and mining districts of the upper Ponil
and the Southern part of Colorado.

tion at Chicago.

irIn the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar land so
year
rigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of wheat
the use of
in and year out without rotation of crops and without
years, and this
any fertilizer other than the water, for over 300
any exhibited
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality, of
at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude
mountains flow never
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these
cheap power
failing streams of pure water, at once sugestive of
and of irrigation.
these streams
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of
of the sugar
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture
and healthful counbeet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful
both capital
try to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to
begun.
and labor because development has only just
.

i
I'

--L
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Building material and fueí are abundant and cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An unlimited
supply of building stone is easily quarried along the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the town. There
are tracts óf
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any others in the
Southwest. Hundred! of thousands of cattle range on every
side. Hunting and fishing in the hills and streams nearby is
good. The scenery in the mountains is magnificent and
the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor life.
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THE FACTS AS TO THE BU
REAU OF IMMIGRATION.
The Dcming Graphic is a progres-s'rt- e
newspaper published in a
town, in the progressive
county of Luna. That county has
been attracting considerable immigration of late and a very good class of
homeseekers is moving into it. This
is especially noticeable for a dozen
miles in the vicinity of Deming, the
county seat. The work and the advertisement of the bureau of immigration have done considerable to
bring about this state of affairs and
in connection
therewith and commenting upon the views of Governor
Hagerman as expressed in his message that the bureau of immigration
is not worth the money spent for its
maintenance, the Graphic pointedcly
remarks:
"The fact that the governor advocates the abolishment of the bureau
of immigration hardly meets with our
full and complete approbation. The
ccords show that the bureau has accomplished splendid work in the past
and that too, when conditions were
not near so favorable for bringing
about good results as at the present

CIMARRON
mprovement Comp'y
Will Build a House to Suit and Sell it toYou on
Monthly Payments amounting to 2 per cent of first
cost with interest on what you owe at the rate of

10

PER CENT PER ANNUM

WAY PAY REMT?

writing.

"Hundreds of people living in different parts of the United States are
now eager to gain knowledge of New
Mexico's resources to the end of
coming here to locate.
These are
over and above the many who are
now moving into the territory and

For Further Information Address The

Cimarron
Improvement Com'y

becoming citizens.
"The bureau may be a little expen
sive but to us it looks like money
spent well and in the right direction.
'It is true there are a number of
acts that should be repealed, among
which is that of game warden, which
doesn't amount to a pinch of snuff,
Hit for which, nevertheless, the dear
people are asked to cough up something like $,000 a year. We don't
smothrf'-inanything that
sanction
Who Was "In?"
stands for advancement of Xew Mex
Regardless of the fact that The
ico, hence our appeal tor tne mireau
Optic, has not been "in' on the public
f immigration."
Xew Mexican.
in
printing, it has every confidence
The Deming Graphic says the right
the present legislature. That there thing at the right time in the followi
should be remedial legislation affectng short editorial:
ing the public printing is conceded
legislature
has
Arizona
"The
public
of
office
by everybody.
The
is
gambling galley-wesknocked
It
printer should be abolished. A max- now up to Xew Mexico to do likeimum price for all woik should be wise. Another thing that should be
established and the placing of con- done is. raising the license of sa- tracts could well be done by some 0011s."
territorial official without additional
salary.
This legislature has already TAOS COUNTY MAY RE
demonstrated that it is destined to
FUND ITS INDEBTEDNESS
go down into history as one of the
The
committee on territories have
most economical ever in the territofavorably on the bill recentreported
ry, and the people can rest assured
ly introduced in congress, permitting
used
will
be
knife
that the pruning
Taos county to refund its floating inat every opportunity. Las Vegas
debtedness of seven thousand five
Optic.
dollars and its bonded inhundred
In the face of the fact that James
of forty-tw- o
thousand
debtedness
McXary, then editor of the Optic,
four hundred dollars by an issue of its
formwas made public printer by the
bonds therefor, under the laws of the
er governor and that Mr. Frost, in
said territory providing for the rethe
McXary
had
whose office Mr.
indebtedness;
of County
funding
printing done, assert that he has resaid bonds shall not
That
Provided,
it
would
it,
alized no profits from
run for more than twenty years nor
solve a mystery if the man who
bear interest at a higher rate than
"in"
on
who
was
tell
would
knows
five per centum per annum, nor shall
the public printing.
the same be sold for less than par.
The governor of the territory to
E. Elliott, the hunter and trapper whom the bill was referred for rewho captured the gray wolf some port, states in a recent communicatime ago on the Moore ranch, is in the tion that in his judgment, should it
city this week looking for a team with become a law, it would be of much
county.
which to go on a hunting aud pros- benefit to the people of Taos
As the interests of the territory
pecting trip this summer.
is well as the United States are well
safeguarded by the provisions of the
bill, there appears to be no good reason why it should not reecivc favorable consideration.

Cimarron, New Mexico
to the numerous points south and
west of Kalon, and with abundance
The opening oí the extension of of fuel in the vicinity, there is no
the St. Louis, Kocky .Mountain & reason why it should not become, to
Pacific railway from Chiton House some extent a manufacturing center.
Junction to Des Moiius, X. M., connecting there with the Colorado &
Marshal James Howe and family
Southern railway, will prove to be a went to Springer Sunday, returning
They were fixing
boon to the mining interests in the home Monday.
vicinity of Cimarron ami L'te Park, up their old home property. Mr.
Howe reports that the country
as well a.s point I'mtlier west. Herearound Springer is being filled up
tofore, the long wa;'..n and pack with people from Oklahoma and the
train haul lias heeii so difficult and farm implements, grain and seeds
expensive as to render the mining of that are being brought in by them
e
ore a virtual impossibili- is wonderful.
ty; this condition also had a discouraging effect on the holders ol
The Cimarm News and Press lias
properties which would have been demade
its appearance at Cimarron, a
transporfor
it
the
veloped were
not
tation conditions. All or a great per- prosperous and important town in
centage of all these difficulties have western Colfax county and one
been removed by the building of a which, up to the advent of the Santa
line into this country which will en- Ke Railway system in Xew Mexico
able miners to get their ore to the from lX7 to that date, was one of
l'ueblo smelters, which are the near-ts- t he principal business and mining
It seems that
1Í ..enters in that region.
smelters to this vicinity.
freight rates aie established that will Cimarron is again coming to its own
approximate the rates from what and hence the resumption of the publiave heretofore been the railroad lication of the Xews and Press in
loading points for ore ímin this vi- that town. The Xews and Press is
cinity, it will he appreciated that the a wel appearing, well edited and
entire scene of muling operations will lively newspaper and its first numbers are certainly very creditable. t
fellow unprecedented activity.
in
politics and
Situated on the south of a moun- will be republican
tain which causes dififcult and ex- work for the advancement of western
pensive railroad operation, Raton is Colfax county. It has a rich field.
bound to become the scene of opera- Success to it. Santa l'e Xew Mextions for distributors of niercliaiidi.se ican.

A New Era

low-grad-

t.

Stevens.

Halbert

Wednesday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
Frank Halbert aud Dora Stevens were
united in marriage, Rev. William
Reaceoflhe Methodist church performing the ceremony. The cert
mony was performed t.t the home of
he bride on North Third street, and
the voting people left on No. 10 for
Trinidad, where they will reside.
Only the members of the family were
present. Mrs. Halbeit has lived here
all her life, and hits many friends who
vvill wish both her mid her husband
oug aud happy life.

ft

Cimarron
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LIMB ER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON.
ir--"'-

N. M.
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MONEY TO LOAN

RESIDENT Or COUNTY

Attention Cimarron citizens! I have
just opened up anew Furniture stote
From the Raton Range.
and am prepared to sell cheaper thau
Mrs. Anna G. Tansey, wife of Dr. any one, will cell on the
Elmer E. Tansey, the prominent
north end physician, passed quietly
away at her home, 263 E. 79th
street, yesterday, Wednesday, Feb.
Mrs. Tansey although a suf
6th.
ferer for several years was always of Also have plenty of money to lean on
an amiable and cheerful disposition, any good securily, including furniture
a good christian woman, one w ho was carpets, efe I will pay car fare toand
held in the highest esteem in this from Raton, to any one buying
community and was ' exceedingly
prominent in all circles. The funeral
services were held at the Tansey resFebruary 10th, at
idence Sunday,
:3o p. m. The interment took place
at Oakwoods. Mrs. Tansey lived
here for several years and is well
known. She was here for health
Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds; Silverware, Guns, Ammunition, Musical
instruments of all kinds, Furniture
DEATH OF MRS. WHIGHAM.
Carpets, Rugs, Springs, Mattresses
From the Raton Range.
Comforts, Blnnkets, Pillows Trunks,
n
Laura V. Whigham, aged
Suit cases, Razors. Strops, Brushes
on February the thirteenth,
New and Unredeemed clothing
died at her home in this city. Her
by a general Will
death
was caused
One
breakdown of her health which culminated in a two weeks' severe illness when the end came somewhat
unexpected.
Her daughter was with
her in her last hours. She leaves one
$
of
daughter, Mrs. T. F. Schomberg of carat ..
Trinidad, and two little grandchilMarie
dren.
The death of little
Schomberg, her favorite grandchild
MRS. S. REDAK, Prop.MJ
last June was a severe shock
Whigham and one from which she ew Roth Block
Raton. N. M.
Mrs. Whig- never fully recovered.

Installment Plan

S5O.00 Worth

Goods, Including

era-son- s.

fifty-seve-

Pay Carfare
Way to Any One
Purchasing $25.00
Worth
Goods

Raton Loan Office

.

ham's family name was Wade, an old'
mil well known Virginia family and
She was
she was born in Kentucky.
married to Harry Whigham in 1S68
it Fort Lyon, Colorado, near what
is now La Junta. They lived in Cim
arron a number of years. Mr. Whig
ham was connected with the Maxwell

Land Grant company from

1S72

till 1001, the year of his death. They
moved to Raton in 1888 and lived in
a brick house built by Mr. Whigham
on First street. After the death of
her husband, Mrs. Whigham took the
Schomberg residence on South Fifth
street, where she passed away. Mrs.
Whigham was a woman of sterling
character, and firm in her friendships.
Her neighbors have many kindly acts
of hers to remember and to the sick
ir needy she ministered generously
and with tenderness of heart and
She has many
genuine
interest.
friends in Raton to mourn and miss
her and these will offer to her famMrs.
ily their sincere sympathy.
Whigham was a believer in the Epis
copalian faith and a member of that
church.
In the absence of a cler
gyman of her own church the Epis
copal burial services were read by
Rev. Samuel Magill of the Presby
terian church. The funeral was held
from the late residence at ten o'clock
on Friday morning and interment
Fairmont cemetery
took place in
huswhere she sleeps by her belov-eshe has
so deeply
band whom
mourned, and the little Marie, who
was after her husband's death the
best loved of all. Many sweet flow- rs covered her as she lay at rest and
her friends, lovingly gathered about
her, realized in great measure the
peace that is hers. Life had grown
mpty and lonely for her and she
mged for the repose she has been
ranted.

THIS WAY FOR CIMARRON.
the Raton Range. ,
Cimarron will do things in recent
style on Saturday night of next
wek, February 3, when a dance in
Aztec hall will celebrate Washington's birthday, St. Valcntiive's day
and the '.Seventeenth of li eland", all
one. Cimarron can no an tins

St. James
Hotel
Cimarron, New Mexico

Comfotrable
Heated
Rooms
Good Meals
$2.00 Per Day
Hack Service to
Depot

Leonard
AND

Hay ward.
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

First St

E'town

From

111

p

11

DRUGS
Send your orders fur

Drugs, Patent
Medicines
Toilet Articles
Rubber Goods
Soaps and Perfumes, etc.
,to the

Raton Drug Co.
L. D.

Stowe, Mgr.

Phone 572
Cor. Second and Park
Special and Prompt
Attention to Mail
Orders

news-nane-

t

0

of
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The
too.
without a single trip-uiarty will be given in Aztec hall and
this hall vvill also be given feat
ires of the occasion which promise
ichness ami flavor that cannot be
tolit here or put upon paper or any
where else except in old Aztec hall,
t he music will be home-mad- e
to the
Uaton part of the crowd a Raton
Fair taxation of the property of orchestra will discourse it. A sup- the Pullman Palace Car company in
cr will be served and through the
Xew Mexico is desired by the people. committee arc too modest to see their
A bill to that effect has passed the names in print some of us who know
council of the assembly and in all them are going down on this recom
likelihood will pass the house and nend alone. There are some feat
become law. Xew Mexico is evidently
ures these retiring people refuse to
as some of tell. If you've ever been
not as corporation-riddethere
its traducers without and the knockbefore you will be there that night
er within its gates try to make it ap- and if you haven't you'll go th i
Xew Mexican.
pear.
oiiee and then you'll never miss another.
The country near Cimarron
A bill to prohibit public gambling has been billed far and near and everybody will be there. They are go
in New Mexico was introduced yesterday in the council by Mr. Cam- iug to see you and you to see them
eron. It is certain that a bill in that and they have some curiosity down
direction will become law with this there as to your capacity for real fun
The people want it and and they will test that capaciyt too.
session.
there will be "an end on it." The Everybody take the Cimarron train
Mountain depot at
r
at the Rocky
Xew Mexican was the first
Saturday, February 23rd
openly
and three-thirtin this territory
strongly to support the proposition. and return next day at noon. Tlios
It will certainly be greatly gratified who know what is 011 can hardl;
wait. Raton isgoing sure. This wa
at the enactment of such a law.
fur Cimarron.
New Mexican.
n

CIMARRON

DEATH OF FORMER

J. C. MARSH
Civil Engineer

Raton, New Mexico

DEATH

Of

JAMES

LEE

dead and five living: Mrs. Homer
Tinsley of Lancaster, Kentucky; Mrs.
Agnes McCrosky of this city, James
Lee of Bedford City, Virginia, Gar
nett Lee in Amarillo, Texas, and
Robert Lee of this city.
Mr. Lee was the latest member ot
his family, having two brothers, both
dead. He was a relative of the late
Robert E. Lee, the Confederate general. Mr. Lee was of a jolly dispo
sition, a person fond of jokes and
also a good Christian. Of late ycaj-Mr. Lee has been almost blind and
very feeble but always able to move
about
The funeral services were held this
..fiomon anrl th scrv'ces "were in

Ben Owen and Thomas Owen, of
Folsom. arrived in this city Monday
to attend the funeral services of J.
G. Lee.
Mrs. Dora Redman, from Carthage,
Missouri, and her son, are here for
the health of the former and are living with Mrs. Delia Leonard at 600
South Second street.
Rerd of Van Houten, was in
Saturday
and Sunday. Mr. Reed
town
is contemplating building two tine
residences on South Fourth street.

From the Raton Range.
James Garnett Lee died Sunday
afternoon, February 10th, 1907, at Uis
home 632 South Second street, of a
of diseases. Mr. Lee
complication
years of age. He was
was eighty-nin1817, seven miles
8th",
October
born
;!
from Bedford Allen Springs, Bedford
county, Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. Lee
and family lived on a large plantation in Virginia until 1879 when they
v,,.,.rl tr Raton. New Mexico. Mrs.
J. D. Humphrey and family arrived
They are comSusan Lee died March 10th, 1893, and
in this city Tuesday.
;,. that time Mr. Lee' has lived
as Mr. Humlive
ing to Raton to
,;tt, his daughter and son, Mrs. Ag
phrey is a real estate and insurance
McCrosky and Robert Lee. Mr.
man from the Bank building of
rharcre of Rev. Samuel Magill.
and Mrs. Lee were the parents of
sons,
two
Mrs. Mary E. Owen and
.icfct children of whom " three are
e
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MINERAL LAftSDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Gold Silver Copper
iron
favOur Mining Regulations ara very Regorable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All Conditions

are favorable to the success of the
District

For further information write

GREAT WORK OF
DELEGATE ANDREWS

PIONEER SOLDIER
DIES SUDDENLY

GOVERNMENT AFTER
CATTLE CARRYING LINES,

Secures Passage in House of Resolution Validating Acts Thirty-sixt- h

Mrs. Mary Staplin, wife of Hon.
Frank Staplin, chief clerk of the
house of the 37th legislative assembly, received word late yesterday of
the sudden death of her father, Patrick Lyons, which occurred on' Saturday at his home in Taos. He was
nearly 80 years of age. Mr. and Mrs.
Staplin left today for Taos to attend
the funeral, which will not be arranged until they reach there.
The telearam did not state tlie
muse of Mr. Lvon's death, but it is
supposed that it resulted from heart

Will Insist on Full Maximum Penalty
for All Violations of the
Shipping Law.

Assembly.

Washintgon, Feb. 13. Great and
good news for all who are interested
in the advance of territorial institutions and the general progress of the
territorv. House resolution No. 12,- 857 which was introduced by Delegate V. H. Andrews during the first
congress
session of the Fifty-nintand providing for the validation of
legislathe acts of the llurty-sixttive assembly of New Mexico, providing for the issuance of bonds for
the erection of new buildings at the
insane asylum at Las Vegas, of the
military institute at
New Mexico
Roswell. at the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park' and for armories at Las Vegas
nul Albuquerque, was reported favor
ably Friday last by the committee on
territories and passed the house today. It will go to the senate at once
where the delgate who has many
nowerful friends in that body will be
mi the alert and will push it to pas
sage at an early date.
'

h

h

House resolution

iAy introduced

by Delegate W. H. Andrews during
the first session of the Fifty-nintthe county of
congress allowing
Taos to refund its county debt which
was reported favorably last Friday
hy the committees on territories,
the house of representatives
and will go to the senmorning
this
An- ate promptly where Delegate
drews will look after it and where it
..... ,.,.,i,l
of n.'issace. The
:.
enactment of this bill will prove ot
great benefit to the taxpayers ot
Taos county and will enable it to refund its county debt at a low rate
of interest.
h

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
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DRKRinF.NT RECOMMENDS
LEASING MINERAL LANDS.
Washington, Feb. 13. President
Roosevelt today sent to congress a
mpMacf callinir attention to what he
terms "the urgent need of legislation
affortinir the different phases of til
public land situation in the United
States." He advocates the conser
vation of coal and other fuel resottrc
lauds, urges
,.f tin.
irovcrnmcnt control of the western
public land pastures with a system of
small grazing fees, and asks for an
appropriation of a halt million dollars
preto aid in the detection and the
venting of land frauds. He contends
for a svsteni of government leasing
of its mineral landsfor treating these
The
fuel lands as public utilities.
president points out that it would lie
better if some of the eastern coal
lands had been left under govern
ment control and suggests a provis
ion in the west "against the recur
de-irence of conditions which we

Colfax county. He made his home in
Colfax county for 16 years, but final
ly moved to Taos. For years he con
ducted a cattle ranch and mined, but
f late he has not been actively en
gaged in any business.
His life had been an eventful one.
Born in Ireland of pooi; parents he
came to America when but a lad and
pushed west with an emigrant train.
lie crossed the long trails to Molilalia
and underwent hardships of which
the youths of today know nothing.
well known in
Mr. Lyons was
northern New Mexico, especially
among the old soldiers, and it is with
universal regret that these friends
will learn that he has at last been
"mustered out.

Farmer Coburn on
Dehorned Cattle
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CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

cattle-raiser-

General Contractors

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager
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Cimarron,
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"

N. M.

-

Kansas.
Cleveland, Cincinati, Chicago & St.
Louis, at Cleveland.
Southern Pacific in San Francisco.
Union Pacific in San Francisco.

RECONCILIATION WITH
YAQUIS UNAVAILING
Mexico City, Méx.. Feb.

u

AH at-

tempts at reconciliation with the Vaquí Indians having proved unavailing
the government today dispatched a,
arge force of soldiers to the moun
tains southeast' of the Quaymas, Sonora, to finally crush the rebels. Yaquis have done inestimable damage to
the country, for not only have they
driven out all foreigners but a num
ber of mining districts have been
abandoned owing to their

BERNALILLO FOUND COM(By F. D. Coburn.)
PETENT R0AD0VERSEER.
ran
times,
cattle
when
olden
In
wild in forest and wilderness, con
The results to be obtained from
stantly exposed to assailmeiil by sav- - honest and capable supervision of the
aire beasts as untamed as themselves
road work required of the property
the conditions made weapons for their owners in the country districts have,
Nature wisely been brought out by the completion
defense a necessity.
provided these in the form of horns, of an excellent road of 800 yards in
of such length, strength, sharpness, length, from school district No. 8,
position and poise as to render for l.os (Irieizos. to the precinct line of
good' reason the most formidable of precinct No.. 4. Ranchos de Albutheir assailants impotent before the querque. This road, which has just
and deadly thrusts. been completed, is good enough to
fierce charges
Citing 2:300
tin.
such
of
'ossessioii
lay railroad lies on. and is built in
,
. ..: ...
f .in
.1
i,.1 viuiivsiii
imv. .w...
cases ot puDiic laiui
combinations of bayonet, saber, dag a way which means that it will be a
the president ger and harpoon made possible ev
districts mentioned,
It was
improvement.
permanent
with the ery
avs that
niomen subject to attack and dan done under the supervision of.G. M.
if
aw was found m over nan aim u.nm gers innumerable,
no other beasts PedroiieeHi, the road superivsor for
wl . .11 1
TI..,
.i
"
miin nianv otners.
were better equipped to repel with that district. This man has demon
for legislation which will provide two murderous measure enemies, even the strated that a capable overseer can
distinct titles to public lands; one for most ferocious.
find the men and money necessary
the surface and and another tor unIn the onward march of civilization to do the work, and that good counThese mineral cattle have become domesticated an- try roads are possible without enorderlying minerals.
lands, the president would dispose of imals, kept strictly for men's uses, in mous levies of taxes for road pur- Details of the plan, nc pastures, paddocks, sheds or stalls, noses. It remains
hv lease.
only for the
1..;hps for congress to work out, on where each foot of space occupied has county commissioners to find the
ly arguing for the adoption ot tuc a value; where peaceful, quiet and right kind of men for these places,
plan.
harmonious herding mean enhanced that the county have roads fit for
g
to the animals themselves travel. Work of the kind done by
Charles Springer, a wealthy land
profit
to' their civilized owners. Pedroncclli and his assistants would
and
in
western
raiser
owner and stock
county, with headquarters In the economy of cattle husbandry if general in all precincts and road
Colfax
wild beasts no longer districts, soon give this county the
1
near Cimarron, registered at the al- protection from
and weapons best roads in the territory.
consideration,
retiuires
Spring
Mr.
ace hotel last evening.
should rightly
and
attack
of
defense
proceedlegislative
view
er came to
prospects were
New Mexico's
requisite for a
ings and will remain here several be no more
her every
now,
sister
a
for
than
better
never
a
sixshootcr
bovine than
days. New Mexican.
of mercy. In our time cattle may be field of industry is steadily prorgess- in a few rare instances kept for pleas ing, and even the most pessimistic 01
The many large projects being
e
hun our citizens arc becoming intusea
in
ure alone, but
time
present
contemplated at the
do with the snirit of hopcfullness and
them
who
rear
those
of
dredths
rlf:.v countv is sufficient evidence
confidence manifested by those who
in hope of profit.
so
prosperity
of
year
good
that a grand,
ages
of
earlier
arc taking hold of our many natural
ox
and
cow
The
Willi our raim.au
confronts us.
of
resources fully determined to suc
armature
their
building, development of our agricul doubtless needed
in utilizing them for humanity's
their
upon
ceed
them
with
practice
pikes;
are
tural resources, etc., our towns
From the many districts
their
in
good.
proficiency
increased
advance and move ahead in fellows
weaklings where mining is carried on the news
eliminating
the
by
and,
use,
are
you
If
way.
population in every
is more interesting and satisfactory
of number
equilibrium
Hwl wake iiD and help out in the maintained
fit with each succeeding week; new
the
survival
of
while
nromotine
Springer
hand
is
at
progress that
test. Conditions in the twentieth fields are being explored and other
Stockman.
century are different; may it not be- thriving towns made posible, in ag
s
of our gener rirultural districts the acreage is be
come the
finished
cut-off
not
h
If the Belen
methods and ing rapidly increased and it is only
tehir
by February 15 it will be before the ation to readjust
all en a matter of time until our territory
which
along
lines
business
Word
most.
the
end of the month at
be not will be recognized as a producer of
to
shows
experience
ago
week
lightened
conies from Willard that a
but more prolit considerable consequence.
there remained only twenty miles ot onlv more humane
intelligence
These conclusions arc drawn trom
highest
well?
gap
as
The
able
track to be laid to close up the
fact that the country is being setdictate
the
to suggest if not
between Texico and Sunnyside on the would seem
by a thrifty people who sec in
result
tled
likely
management
to
most
a
laying
Thp men have been
Mexico the making of a great
New
risk
least
the
for
track at the rate of a mile a day, and in the largest return
and are willing to make some
state,
outlay.
,and
smallest
two
or
week
ot tli.it rate another
that that end may be
sacrifices
deny
horns
seriously
that
Few will
should see a continuous line of steel
Silver Lining.
catof any animal of the
from the Rio Grande to the eastern on the head
simply
are
old
a
year
past
complekind
tle
border of New Mexico the
inflicting needless From the Raton Range.
tion of one of the greatest railway instruments for
A r.irrless Mexican cigarette smok
and perhaps death
injury
great
pain,
in trie
betterments ever executed
down at El Taso this week was
er
at
mankind
on other brute kind and
'
United States.
to death, along with two
burned
night; not for
At cut No. 34, east of F.ncino, the any hour of the day or
were sitting with him on
who
friends,
provoca
cause,
for
not
not for
kiuocet rut on the line except in Abo
Many a young man
powder.
of
a
ton
passing whim,
Canyon a shoofly track has been laid tion, but to gratify the
is in just as much danger.
Raton
in
tor
desire
or
the
pleasure,
around the cut by which trains will the fancied
possessor's strength; The cigarette will get in its work just
pass until the cut is completed. This, HUnlav of their
you are on a load
n,rhan in olav. ncrhaps in passion; the same, whether holding down a
it is believed, will take several months
just
or
powder
of
creanimaj
m yet, although
the work is being and the disposition in all
job or responsible positin.
ation to dominate if not to domineer. good
pushed as fast as possible.
;

The ftlaxvell Land Brant Company

Washington, Feb. 14. The department of justice is about to proceed
against a number of railroads for violation of the law relating to the shipment of cattle. This law provides that
cattle shipped in interstate commerce
shall not be confined on cars longer
than 28 hours consecutively without
for feed, rest and
being unloaded
water, except in cases where a re
failure, as he was quite well on last quest is previously
made, the time
Friday when a letter was received may be extended to ,56 hours.
from Taos.
In many cases it is alleged, cattle
Besides Mrs. Staplin, Mr. Lyons is have been confined in cars without
survived by another daughter, Mrs. rest, feed or water for fifty hours and
A. M. Hoy of Taos.
in some cases sixty hours.
Patrick Lvons came to New Mexico
It is the purpose of the government
in 1856 from Montana as a soldier in
insist upon the full maximum pento
army
a detachment of the regular
of ?500.
alty
which was sent to Santa Fe and later
Under the old law which permitted
to Fort Union, X. M. He participated 110 extension of time, the department
in a number of engagements with the prosecuted about
cases of vioIndians and in several important bat- lations of the S hour law and in
tles of the civil war. serving his each the railroad pleaded guilty and
country as a soldier for ten years, the minimum penally of $100. The
nearly all of which time, when not railroads to he prosecuted and the
campaigning, he spent at rort iiaic, cities in which the suits will bq
Santa Fe and at Union, Mora count- brought follow:
yNew York, Chicago & St. Louis,
When the civil war ended and the at Buffalo.
hostile Indians had for the mo,t part
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe in
been subdued, Mr. Lyons lelt the Colorado.
army and became a prospector. He
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, in
was one of the original locators of Nebraska.
the placer fields near F.lizabcthtowu,
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, in
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Of INTEREST ER01 THIS

RATON NEWS NOTES

New Mexico is the
tMjfviéaüMmMm

étf&mJb&'umt&X&

of the United States.

Colfax
County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of
Colfax County.

bo you Want Land?
Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mining Propetty?
IF YOU DO I CAN SERVE YOU

If
I

THE SWASTIKA

WEEK'S RANGE

COM NG SECTION
,1

A FLY RUN ON

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me;

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can InIf

sure it.

F. A.Cimarron,
Haimbaugii
New Mexico.

William Marling is in Cimarron this played and each member gave as
Superintendents Parker and Kurn
many pennies as tbey were years old,
of the Santa Fe, were entertained on
Alexander McElroy of Cimarron which made the affair quite a finan- a trip to Ute creek on last Friday by
cial success.
was in the city Sunday.
J. an Houten. Supt. Dedman of
Silver City, N. M., Feb. 14 A
the Rocky Mountain and Mr. A. L.
J. C. RecordB of Cimarron was in
precipitated two men to death Hobbs accompanied them. On the
the city Monday on business.
and piled up a locomotive and ten return trip the
engine encountered a
Leo Warder is up from Springer ore cars on the Silver City,' Pinos
spiit switch and left the track at
this week an a short business trip.
Altos and Mogolien railway on SatKoehler, delaying the party two hours
The Knights of Pythias gave a ban urday afternoon. The road is one until
another engine could be pro
quet at Springer last week and had a which connects the Pinos Altos mines cured.
After the train was again in
with
is
Silver
City
the
smelter,
and
fine time.
readiness
Engineer Bob Peden made
i narrow gauge line.
A new concrete bridge is being built
a "fly" run to catch No. 2, that the
Domincio George, a native Italian, Santa Fe members of the party
girders are
at Otero. Two fifty-fomight
died at his home in Van Houten on go East that evening, sixty-fiv- e
now being put in place.
miles
Ev. Winters has taken bis race Monday of pneumonia. The deceased an hour was made over the new track
horse to Cimarron for training for the leaves a wife and twe children. He and the Eastern officials had fifteen
was a member of the I. O. 0. F. and minutes to spare when
spring and summer races
Engineer
K. of F. lodges, which lodges had Peden slowed the engine down
at the
Trainmaster Ferrell, Ed Houghton
charge of the funeral, which occured Rocky Mountain depot in Raton.
and J. Eelley of the Swastika Route,
Rey. William
at 2:30 Tuesday.
from Cimarron, spent Sunda? in this
Reace had charge of the services.
FOLSOM NOTES
city.
R.
S.
known
is
in
well
Sumner,
who
R. S. Sumner returned Saturday to
Mrs. John Young is very ill at her
to his home in Denver after a few Raton, has opened an office in Den
home.
civil
ver
as
and
hydraulic engineer.
days business trip in Raton and CimHe is associated with Walter Pearl,
A. H. Barnes and wife spent a few
arron.
also a hydraulic engineer, and their days last week in Trinidad.
Antone Gorges and H. F. Marsh of offices
are 204 and 205 Commonwealth
Van Houten were in town Tuesday to
Mrs. Emery is quite ill at the home
buildiDg, Denver. Mr. SumDer will
attend the funeral of Domincio
be a factor in his line in the develop of her daughter, Mrs. Gleason.
Gearge.
ment of the territory lying 9outh of
M. M. White and Joe Martinez
C. R. van Houten arrived Friday us iu Cimarron and vicinity.
were in Santa Fe this week on bus- evening from the Ponil country, went
George Sproull is in town with a iness.
to Raton Sunday and returned Mon- sprained ankle which he received in a
day evening.
runaway the other day. Mr. Sproull
Mrs. Record is staying with Mrs.
Mr. White, the plumber, returned drives a grocery wagon for theVtn Kent for the present as Mrs. Kent is
to Raton Monday. He has been in Houten Mercantile company at Van quite ill.
this vicinity doing a goad deal of Houten and the borse he drives be
The Misses Rope entertained their
plumbing the past two weeks.
came frightened and ran off throwing
young
friends very pleasantly TuesMrs. S. Reed and little daughter him out and spraining his ankle. His
day evening at their home.
wife
babie3
and
town
came
him
with
over
Blanche of Van Houten are in
this week visiting with her daughter, and they will visit Mrs. Sproull's
Antonio Salas took his daughters,
the McAbees, till George is Stella and Josephine, to Santa Fe
W's. A. Healy.
this
week where he placed them in school;
The Swastika route will put regular able to work again
Last Saturday a man named Burns
passenger on between Cimarron, Ute
Mr. and Mrs. Trijillo of Chico are
Park and all other stations on that represented himself as Engineer J.
road and Des Moines.
C. Timms at the Santa Fe 0 dices and here visiting with Mrs. Trijillo's father, Romaldo Martinez and other
Stephen B. Davis Jr., District At- drew the pay check of $92 belonging friends.
to
Timms.
Burns
indorsed
cheek
the
was
District,
torney of San Mignel
here last week in the interest of the to himself, cashed it and spent or con
Mrs. Gann and her father, J. Tacealed the money as seventy cent bor, went to Denver last week
Andrews Larrazola contest.
and
was all that was found on him when bought three thoroughbred Hereford
I. Radcliffe of Dawson came oyer to
he was arrested a couple of hours bulls to add to their fine herd.
the Gate City this week for a few
after getting the check. He will be
home
returned
He
days visit.
The Knights of Pythias have rented
summarily dealt with and doubtless
on the Swastika route.
the old school house for a hall and
will be given time to thiuk it over.
L. C. Martinez left Tuesday with
S. C. Rathbun, who has lived on are putting in a new floor and imhis racing horse, Music for Toas, N.
the Hartsell ranch on the Sugarite for proving it generally.
M., where he has a match race with
the past year, left Tuesday for Farm-ingtoBen Owen, Thomas Owen, Mrs. M.
Apache, the ftmons Toas borse.
San Juan county, New Mex
E. Owen and Miss Lula Story drove
Mrs. Jerome Troy make a flying ico, where he has purchased a small
over the mesa to Raton Monday
business trip to Las Animas, Colorado, fruit farm. Mr. Rathbun has lived
where they were called by the death
Colfax
and
1881,
county since
and he feels of an old friend.
on Monday returning Tuesday
she returned to her ranch home to a need of a lower altitude. His wife
died some nine years ago. Mr. Rathday.
The ladies of the Christian church
bun has three daughters, Mrs. Eli gave a box social Friday
evening at
Chief Engineer AlleD, who will have Burch, Mrs. Vance Humphrey
and
charge of the new road called the Mrs. Charles Scheinp, who will con- the Knights of Pythias hall. The proceeds amounting to about forty dolCimarron and Northwestern, was in tinue to reside here.
lars which will be used to purchase
town this week and has gone to Cmi
Charles Thornton, signalman at an organ.
arron.
Lynn, was seriously injured Monday '
D. B. Wenger has torn down the
With a dance on Friday evening evening. , In boarding an engine, Mr.
and oue on Saturday evening of this Thornton let go and fell under the old building on the east side of his
week it is likely that Cimarron will
t ider, which passed over his right store and is putting up a fine new
gain the reputation of being a gay leg below the knee. He was brought store with a glass front and will put
in a large stock of furniture and harlittle city.
to Raton and taken to the office of ness. Some
time ago Mr. Wenger
Ohio,
Miss Smylhe of Columbus,
Dr. Sbuler, where his leg was ampu- just completed an addition of twenty-searrived Sunday to take charge of the tated, and Dr. Shuler sent him to the ven
feet on the south end, with
Gardiner hospital as chief nurse for hospital on No. 8
Tuesday morning. a large vault and elevator.
When
Dr. Dryden, the chief surgeon of the
Mr. Thornton is a young man, 20 this building is complete it will be
Swastika route.
years of age, and single. His condi one of the finest in the territory.
Mrs. E. W. Keep of Cripple Creek, tion is considered very serious.
who has been visiting 'her sis.er-io-laSPRING AT SOCORRO
Mr. P. P. Fanning and his daugh
Mrs. Ira Duckworth for the past
ter. Mrs. Eugene McElroy, of Well
Plowing and planting have been in
week, left yesterday for Cimarron,
ington, Kaunas, left here on Tuesda)
full progress in the vicinity of Socor-.- o
wjere she will reside.
afternoon for the City of Mexico,
this week. The buds have started
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Duckworth and where they will look iuto the sickness
on the fruit trees and' are so far adMiss Hutchinson will leave Satur
and death of Mr. Fanning's daughter. vanced that some fears are expressed
day afternoon for Cimarron, where Miss Mariou Fanning, which took for
the safety of fruit. Such fears
they will attend the ball at Aztec place very suddenly Friday, February are always entertained in the spring,
Hall Saturday evening.
15th, at that place. It was at first however, especially if the spring hapDr. R. C. Dryden, surgeon for the t louuht best by the family that no pens to be an early one, but this loSt. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa- one should go, but not receiving an
cality never fails to have a good crop
cific, stationed at Raton, called on further news regarding the matter be
of fruit of some kinds. Chieftain.
Dr. F. B. Evans between trains yond the telegram from physician
if
Thursday. Roy
OUR SENTIMENTS.
the City of Mexico announcing er
Two ears of Brown Swiss and Hol- - di ath and giving her father the in(This is the Cornell creed, accordstein cattle and Southdown sheep formation that for fifteen hundred ing to a Cornell university professor,
from the Lakeside farm at Syracuse, dollars the body could be prepared who has his version on his desk where
New York, passed through this city and shipped home
nd that decent he can look at it when he works:)
I believe in the stuff I am handing
Friday en route for Peru, South burial could be güen in the City of
America.
Mexico, where death occurred, for two out, in the firm I am working for,
and in my ability to get results.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Hobbs and Mr. hundred and twenty dollars, it was
I believe
that honest
can be
best
that they go. The passed out to honest menstuff
and Mrs. C. F. Remsberg left today onsideiel
by honest
Mr.
above
it
Bum
at
e
Fannin"
once
for Galves'on
Cuba
Havana,
ind
methods.
to receive a letter from
They will sail from Galveston a week and expe-ctI believe in working, not weeping;
from today, and have deferred their relatives there within a few day?. n boosting, not knocking; and in the
departure until now to meet the sail- Glen Broog, a cousin of Miss Fanning pleasure of my job.
died a few weeks ago with the fevei
I believe that a man gets what he
ing date of the vessel.
Patrick Lyon, one of the original of which she is supposed to have died goes after, that one deed done today
locators of the Elizabcthtown pla- It is called tephis and corresponds ;s worth two deeds tomorrow, and
that no man is down and out until he
cers and a pioneer of New Mexico, closely to our spotted fever and i
has lost faith in himself.
who came here in 1S56 from Montana usually quickly fatal. The authori
I
believe in today and the work I
uid participated in many an Indian ties on the death of thin boy came foi
am doing; in tomorrow and the work
battle and also in several engage- the body aud a young sister of tb
I hope
to do and in the sure reward
ments of the civil war, died at Taos deceased hid the body for twelv
on the nth at the age of eighty hours till the arrival of her father, which the future holds.
1
believe in courtesy, in kindness,
years.
who was then permitted to bury hi
in generosity, in good cheer, in friendThe members of the Baptist chnr Y son. The old Spanish laws still ob ship, and honest competition.
celebrated their first anniversary o' ain in Mexico and ure rigorous rt
I believe there is something doing
he new church building. Monda'
nrding the exportation of bodi'e.. somewhere for every man ready to do
s
'tveiling, February 18, with a birth-laspecially of those djing from
I believe I am ready
diseases.
right now.
purty. Appropiiate games wer
week on business.

weak-bridg- e

Wtd-nesda-

y

n,

Death of Miss Fan ilng.

from the Raton Range.
news of the si dden death of
Miss Manon Fanning id the City of
Mexico reached her father 1. I
Fanning on Friday forenoon by wire.
The cause of her ill uess is only but
mised by her relatives to le tepis, n
fever which frequently causes death
hours and which is
in twenty-fou- r

The

The supposition
very contagion.
that Mis Fanning died of the fever
is baaed upon the fact that the
daughter of her uncle, Walter Brooks
with whom she lived contracted the
lever and Miss Fanning wan sent
from home to eecape it. On" Wed
nesday of this week Mrs. Fanning
received a letter from Miss Marion
saying she would be home the last of
this month but wishing to surprise
her friends did not fix the date of her
intended arrival. On Friday morning Mr. Fanning received a message
tating that Miss Fanning was very
II and askiug that he come at once.
He was preparing to start when a
second message stated that Miss
at 3 unlock Friday morning.
None of the family will go us the
' deferred the
burial could not
length of time taken for the journey
and under Mexico laws the liody cannot Iks taken from that country for
nome years.
Miss Marion Fanning was reared in
lived for some
Raton and though
time in Las Vegas with her sifter
Mrs. McElroy she always considered
this her home. She went to Mexico
almost a year ago and was steadily
employed and was in good health
R uce going
there according to her
letter home.
Mr. and Mrs Fauuing are among
the old settlers here and have many
friends in this part of the territory
who will sympathize with them in
their lews and sorrow. Miss Lillian
Fin i g who was v s ting in Trinidad
iiud another daughter, Mrs. Kugene
Kaunas,
McElroy?- of Wellington,
weresut for to comfort their parent in this very trying alllu-tíoi)d
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From tlic Raton Range.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L- - Hobbs leavou
Sunday for Denver, where they will U
vi n fl next Wednesday bv Mr. and
Mr C. F. Rernsler. for a pleasure
tu
trip to New York (' tj i"H
Culta, as they may decide later. They
will bo gone for a mouth- -

C.T. EDWARDS
RESTAURANT
AND BAKERY

Opposite Lambert Hotel
First Class Meals, 35c

BOARD BY THE WEEKS5.00
Prom the Raton Range.
W. E. Christie wil. take his wife
and daughter, Miss Margaret, to their
new home in Cimarron within a few
days. Mr. Christie is general foreman
of the shops of The Rocky Mountain
company at Cimarron, and his family
will je a most welcome addition to
Cimarron.
Chief of Police Howe received a tel13,
egram Wed ñenday, February
from Minturn. Colo-- , stating that Phil,
the hi other of Edna Marshall of this
Mr. Howe han
city, had been killtdnot yet been able to locale Miss Marshall. If you know her, report at this
-

olh'ce.

HOW ARIZONA TERRITORY
GOT ITS NAME
There was a battle of names for
the territory, and Arizuma, Arizona,
Gadsonia and Primero contended with
Arizona. "Personally, says a writer
in the Arizona magazine, "I wish the
choice might have fallen upon
with its rich human and historical associations, but Charles D.
Poston decided upon Arizona, taking
the name of the Arizonas mountains,
near the great Planches de Platte, it
being considered suitable that the
state which was to be built on silver
should bear a name taken from the
most wonderful silver region in the
world."

BARS OF GOLD TOO
Raton Range.
HEAVY FOR BURROS
Jack Records, master mechanic for
the St. Lout. Rocky Mountain & Pa
Jim Carter is in from the cyanide
cific at Cimarron, was in the city yes- sluice of the P.ig Nugget Coarse Gold
High License Consolidated, says the
terday.
Thomas Doinott, passenger fireman Mohave County Mineral Wealth. The
getting so heavy that a railfor the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain A; bars are
road may be built up through Vivian
Pacific, has resigued his position with
stopping at the Bad Lands for a cold
tlint company anil accepted one as drink and crossing the river on Tom
fireman for the Santa Fe.
Kwing's electric cable. The knights
Prom the Raton Range.
of the round table are rounding up
Nat McCioskey, an engineer on the their chips preparatory to hitting the
Colorado Southern at Tercio, Colo pike for other gold fields. Ed Talndo, arrived in the city Monday to bot just sold a rich piece of auifcr-ou- s
dirt at Rullfrog and will put in
attend the funeral of J. U. Lee, the
billiard hall, bowling
an
father of Mrs. MeCroskey. Mrs.
reading
and gymnasium.
room
alley,
will n company Mr.
expert boxers in
to Terek) where they will Some of the most
the business will mvet there with
make their futura home.
e
pillows on their hands.
Prom the Raton Range.
An ice factory and high class vaudeMr. and Mrs. Hugh Gallagher ville will be presented. The nights
went through Raton on Friday, re will be" timed into music.
turning from a trip to California and
en route to Chicago, where Mr. Galla
HAD PICTURES TAKEN
i her, who was road foreman of eu
giues for the Santa Fe here, will take
The Raton Concert band minstrels
up his old job as engineer on a pas- had their photographs taken ill the
senger run on the Santa Fe. They Coliseum
and cuts of the picture
will lie much uiískmI in railroad cir- will be made for use on the Coliseum
cle her?.
stationery and advertising matter.
"rum the

five-ounc-

Spanish-America-

y
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